FIRST CONTACT

Halito to all Member States of the UNITED STATES

@Governor
@Secretary of State
@Attorney General
@Mayor
@Sheriff Association Chief

We the American Aborigines aka American Indians decided to call this line of communication “First Contact,” because it brings back so many memories of our oral, written and documented history of when our ancestors first saw the ships of the Pilgrims, Puritans, immigrants, colonizers approaching our shores.

Whereas, It is definitely an established, but little known, fact that European colonists only found copper colored races of people, with Negroid features, here in North, Central, and South America as well as her surrounding islands, upon their initial arrival.

Whereas the aborigine American people (that alien colonists perpetually attempt to exterminate in brutal terrorist acts of genocide, police brutality, and systematic shunning) became the savages that salvaged the pilgrims when they found them suffering, dying, and starving; therefore, your debt to us is still outstanding and Congress agrees, as per H.Con.Res.331

Senators and Representatives come from every state to make up Congress; therefore, EACH AND EVERY STATE IS BOUND BY THE AFOREMENTIONED RESOLUTION AND MAXIMS OF LAW - AS ARE THEIR SUBORDINATES, SUBSIDIARIES, AGENTS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, AND AFFILIATES. THEY ARE ALSO BOUND TO THE CONSTITUTION FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, SEVERAL TREATIES WITH OUR ANCESTORS, KNOWN AS “INDIAN/AMERICAN INIDIAN”, AND (UNDRP) THE UNITED NATIONS “DECLARATION on the RIGHTS of INDIGENOUS PEOPLES,” created on September 13, 2007 AND (ADRIP) “THE AMERICAN DECLARATION on the RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES” (Adopted at the third plenary session, held on June 15, 2016)

Whereas we are fully cognizant that our people have been deceived / forced into accepting an unreal foreign status, yet we are posterity of races found all over America including her islands. Walter Ashby Plecker, along with countless others was grossly instrumental with reclassifying aborigine indigenous peoples as: Negro, Mulatto, African-American, Colored, Black, etc... As a result, we know these terms on birth, death, marriage records, and other forms and documents always symbolizes code under ”color of law” for reclassified aborigine Americans aka American Indians.

Whereas it is your duty and obligation to we the American Aborigines to secure and respect our creator given rights, man and woman created in the image of our Creator/The Great Spirit.

We the American Aborigines aka American Indians Indigenous to the Americas require of you to respond to the following questions;
1. How has your State implemented **UNDRIP**, **ADRIP** and **H.CON.RES.331** over the last 10 years?

2. Are all levels of government to include each county, borough, districts, Townships etc aware of the rights of American Aborigines Indigenous to the Americas, and if yes how are they implementing them?

3. Have the American Aborigines indigenous to the Americas in your respective States been notified of their Indigenous rights, if yes, can you please provide some documentation?

4. What policies do you have in place to handle the violation of the rights of the American Aborigine Peoples Indigenous to the Americas?

5. How do you handle violations such as forced assimilation of we the American Aborigines Indigenous to the Americas?

The U.S strongly supports (UNDRIP) THE UNITED NATIONS “DECLARATION on the RIGHTS of INDIGENOUS PEOPLES,” created on September 13, 2007 AND (ADRIP) “THE AMERICAN DECLARATION on the RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES.” (Adopted at the third plenary session, held on June 15, 2016)

The U.S also Support for these declarations reflects the commitment to work with many tribes, Nations, individuals, and communities to address the many challenges we the American Aborigines aka American Indians Indigenous to the Americas face.

Moreover, the United States is committed to serving as a model in the international community in promoting and protecting the collective rights of we the Indigenous peoples of the Americas as well as the human rights of all individuals.

Whereas,
The United States underlines its support for the Declarations recognition in the preamble that we the Indigenous Peoples of the Americas are entitled without any form of discrimination to all human rights recognized in international law, and that we the Indigenous peoples possess certain additional rights.

Whereas,
The United States expressed it’s obligation to Indians tribes via **H.CON.RES.331** to deal with us from a government-government basis.

These Declarations and Resolutions are treaties/agreements etc and they should be honored as good faith among honorable fellowman and Woman.

We want to have a harmonious relationship with the UNITED STATES while enjoying our ancient Laws and customs. This was the vision our ancestors had when they welcomed your ancestors to our shores, our wish is you respect and honor their legacy.

**OUR CREATOR GIVEN RIGHTS ARE NOT LIMITED TO ANY DECLARATIONS, ACTS OR RESOLUTIONS!**

We would appreciate your response as honorable fellowmen and Women within twenty-one (21 days), thanks for granting our wish in all that was required of you to answer.

We appreciate a written response;

Please forward responses to:
Address: